YOUR BACHELOR’S DEGREE IN LA SALLE

A University College that complements the training experience -more than 60 years- with its constant renewal process to suit each course to developments and changes which requires labor market, and a society in continuous evolution.

Located in the Aravaca area, a unique setting to make your stay a unique experience.

SHARED VISION OF TRAINING UNIVERSITY, INNOVATION AND INTERNATIONAL FOCUS ...

An educational style focused on the person. Each student is the center of learning and responsible for their personal growth process.

An innovative educational project with an international approach. 7 centers in the forefront of university education, where professional worlds and teachers meet. La Salle Universities offer practical and innovative training, which includes the most current program course materials and teaching methodologies.

We have what you are looking for:
- Scholarship Plan
- A close and personal teacher/student relationship
- Resource Center
- Facilities
- Green spaces
- Fitness
- Cafeteria
- Library
- Parking
- Well-connected, 5 min. from Moncloa

c/ La Salle, 10. Salida 10 de la A6

Ensure your place NOW!

Personalized attention
Write to us:
on@lasallemadrid.es
Call us:
+34 91 740 10 09 • +34 91 740 10 80 Ext. : 247

World University Network
- 350 years of experience
- Presence in 82 countries
- 73 universities and business schools
- 1600 schools
- 70000 professionals
- 1 million students

Come to see us:
c/ La Salle, 10 (5 min from Moncloa) Aravaca

www.lasallecentrouniversitario.es
BEST CURRICULUM
Based on scientific evidence

PROFESSORS
Active Physiotherapists / Occupational Therapists

WE REWARD TALENT
Scholarships + practice as a teacher. You strive, we reward you

MORE ATTENTION, BETTER TRAINING
Small groups and individualized treatment

FACILITIES
Modern and progressive for Students as well as for the teaching method. A new, modern and innovate building, adapted to the educational needs of the XXI century University

WHY SHOULD I CHOOSE LA SALLE?

DEGREE IN PHYSIOTHERAPY
A PROFESSION WITH A FUTURE

Intervention areas
Throughout the degree you’ll see all specializations:
- Sports
- Obstetrics and Urogynaecology
- Pediatric
- Cardiovascular and Respiratory
- Neurologic
- Vascular and Oncology
- Orthopedics and Traumatology
- Cranium-cervical-mandible dysfunctions

Placements
- The best centers in Madrid. Royal Spanish Athletics Federation, Higher Council Sports, Clinic CEMTRO, Foundation Jimenez Diaz Hospital, Club Basketball Estudiantes, Rey Juan Carlos Hospital, Centers Primary Care ...
- Extracurricular professional training: in football teams (Club Ford and Chelsea F.C Foundation), athletics, climbing competitions, in our own Rehabilitation Center (IRF)

ERASMUS MODULE IN ENGLISH HEALTH (PHYSIOTHERAPY & OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY):

- SPANISH LANGUAGE COURSE I 1
- SPANISH LANGUAGE COURSE II 1
- SPANISH LANGUAGE COURSE III 1
- SPANISH SOCIAL SERVICES SYSTEM 2
- HEALTH APPLIED ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY 1
- PRACTICE AND PROFESSIONAL VISITS 8
- INTERNATIONAL ACADEMIC ACTIVITY (HEALTH EDUCATION) 6

TOTAL ECTS 20

DEGREE IN OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY
HELPING PEOPLE TO FEND FOR THEMSELVES

What is it?
It is a socio-sanitary profession which through assessment of skills and physical, mental sensory and social problems, is intended to enable people achieve the highest possible degree of independence in their daily lives, contributing to the recovery of their illnesses and / or facilitating adaptation to their disabilities. APETO (Professional Association of Spanish Occupational Therapists).

Placements
The best centers in Madrid. Royal Spanish Athletics Federation, Higher Council Sports, Clinic CEMTRO, Foundation Jimenez Diaz Hospital, Club Basketball Estudiantes, Rey Juan Carlos Hospital, Centers Primary Care ...

Extracurricular professional training: in football teams (Club Ford and Chelsea F.C Foundation), athletics, climbing competitions, in our own Rehabilitation Center (IRF)

Occupational therapists develop their activities in very different professional fields: hospitals, day care centers, residences, mutual insurance companies, Rehabilitation clinics, prisons, schools, early childhood intervention centers, etc.

Practices in the main performance areas of Occupational Therapy
1200 hours of professional training. Innovative system that will allow you to make stays clinics in the four main OT performance areas:
- Pediatrics
- Adults
- Seniors
- Mental health

WWW.LASALLECENTROUNIVERSITARIO.ES
WHY SHOULD I CHOOSE LA SALLE?

01 PRESTIGE AND EXPERIENCE. MORE THAN 60 YEARS TRAINING TEACHERS
- Recognized in the work market
- Agreements with La Salle Schools: more than 100 in Spain

02 TRAINING IN SCHOOL CLASSES FROM THE FIRST YEAR
- More than 1,200 hours of professional training

03 IN TOUCH WITH THE WORKING REALITY
- You will be working on projects that offer innovative approaches for our collaborating centers

04 INNOVATIVE EDUCATION
- Latest technology in learning: augmented reality, digital boards, educational programming and robotics
- Transversal activities: you will be analyzing basic aspects of a child’s education from each curricular area

05 REINFORCEMENT OF ENGLISH
- You will reach the English level needed to work in any school
- English subjects in reduced groups according to your level
- You will reach the English level needed to work in any school

06 INTERNATIONAL INTERNSHIPS
- More than 160 agreements with 146 universities all over the world

07 JOB NETWORK
- Professional support service and job placement

WWW.LASALLECENTROUNIVERSITARIO.ES

DEGREE IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION KIDS FROM 0 TO 6 YEARS

SPECIALIZATION IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
In the 4th year you will be able to specialize in:
- Early care
- Religious instruction in school
- Hearing and Language
- Foreign Language: English

To strengthen your specialization you have professional training and the EOG project

SPECIALIZATIONS IN EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION
In the 4th year you will be able to specialize in:
- Therapeutic pedagogy
- Religious instruction in school
- Hearing and Language
- Foreign Language: English

ERASMUS MODULE IN ENGLISH
Teacher training:
- SPANISH LANGUAGE COURSE I 1
- SPANISH LANGUAGE COURSE II 1
- SPANISH LANGUAGE COURSE III 1
- SPANISH EDUCATION SYSTEM 2
- GAMES AND MUSIC 15
- PRACTICE AT BILINGUAL SCHOOLS 8
- INTERNATIONAL ACADEMIC ACTIVITY (HEALTH EDUCATION) 6

TOTAL ECTS 20,5

You will have the option of getting 30 ECTS if you stay in Madrid till half June having extra practice at school.
ACTIVE METHODOLOGY, INTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH & COOPERATIVE LEARNING
Case studies, dialogic gatherings, project design, analysis of actual experiences, visits to Centers...

PROFESSIONAL TRAINING FROM THE 1ST YEAR
25% of the degree

SPECIALIZATION
Means of qualification

YOU WILL WORK ON PROJECTS OFFERING INNOVATIVE PROPOSALS FOR CENTERS WE COLLABORATE WITH

STAYS AND TRAINING ABROAD
Spanish, European and Latin American Universities

DIRECT CONTACT WITH THE PROFESSIONAL FIELD
Wide network of collaborating centers, Agreement with the Official College of Social Work of Madrid and other entities

JOB NETWORK
Professional support service and job placement

OWN NETWORK OF SOCIAL SERVICES
La Salle has its own Network of social services in Spain and in the rest of world, which provides direct contact with those most vulnerable

SOCIAL EDUCATORS. Their task is helping people overcome mismatch situations or social exclusion by educational intervention

2 MEANS OF QUALIFICATION
- Specialist in Intervention and Mediation with groups in social difficulty
- Specialist in education processes and social revitalization processes

2 KINDS OF DEGREES
- Specialist in situations of vulnerability and social disadvantage
- Specialist in development and social participation

WHY SHOULD I CHOOSE LA SALLE?
DEGREE IN SOCIAL EDUCATION
PASSION FOR EDUCATION. PASSION FOR PEOPLE

SOCIAL WORKER. Their task is assessment and guidance of people with psychosocial problems, resolution of problems in human relations, management of resources and social aid devices and improved welfare.

ERASMUS MODULE IN ENGLISH
Social work / Social education:

- SPANISH LANGUAGE COURSE I  1
- SPANISH LANGUAGE COURSE II  1
- SPANISH LANGUAGE COURSE III  1
- SPANISH SOCIAL SERVICES SYSTEM  2
- GAMES AND MUSIC  1,5
- PRACTICE AT NGOs, SCHOOLS...  8
- INTERNATIONAL ACADEMIC ACTIVITY (HEALTH EDUCATION)  6

TOTAL ECTS  20,5